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Abstract
in enhavebeenobserved
A numberof polytypes,
existingovershortintervalsof structure,
statites.Theseincludethe27,36,and 54 A periodicities,
in additionto the well known9 A
monoclinicenstatite(CLEN) and l8 A orthorhombicenstatite(OREN) polymorphs.The
polytypes,as well asall other featuresdescribedin this paper,can be explainedon the basisof
a twinning model.This includes"antiphaseboundaries,"which we interpretin termsof the
normal(100)twin planessteppingacrossadjacent(100)planes.
assimpleextensions
of the
Partingplanescan be seenin their earlieststagesof development
(100)twin planes.They presumablyoccur in regionswherelattice strainshave beenmost
highly localized. These strains can be observed as dark contrast in the electron
photomicrographs.
Parting is producedby shearplus rotation.
It is possibleto distinguishbetweenCLEN that formed by solid statetransformation(a)
directly from OREN in the absenceof shearing,(b) from OREN by shearing,and (c) by
quenchfrom the protoenstatite
temperature
stabilityfield. This is doneby measuringthe
width of CLEN fields within OREN and noting the degreeof CLEN twinning.Most
meteoriticCLEN formed by shearing.

Introduction
In our previous papers on pyroxenes(Iijima and
Buseck, l975a,b) we demonstratedthat twinning is
common in Ca-poor pyroxenes;we also confirmed
that the polymorphic relation between the orthoenstatite (OREN) and low clinoenstatite (CLEN)
structure-typesis interpretableon the basisof a twinning model. ln Buseckand Iijima (1974) we showed
high resolution photomicrographs of enstatite containing coherent intergrowths of OREN and CLEN
from the Norton County meteorite. In subsequent
studieswe have looked at other enstatitespecimens.
Intimate intergrowths of OREN and CLEN (with
one of the phasescommonly in platesonly a few unit
cellswide) occur in all the samplesexamined,in spite
of the fact that publishedX-ray studiesdescribeShallowater, Bamble, and Bishopville enstatite as pure
OREN (Pollack, 1966, 1968; Morimoto and Koto,
1969).Clearly, the resolution of electron microscopy

permits the imaging of details that were previously
not detectable.
In this paper we explore the role of twinning in the
developmentof polytypism, anti-phasedomains, and
parting. We also utilize the results of electron
microscopy to interpret the geologic history of
specimenscontaining OREN-CLEN intergrowths.
CLEN can form from OREN in a variety of ways.
Turner, Heard, and Griggs (1960) have shown that
shearing favors CLEN. It can also be produced experimentally from OREN by heating the latter into
the protoenstatite (PEN) stability field, followed by
quenching.(On the other hand, although kinetically
more difficult, OREN can be produced from CLEN
by annealing for several days at temperatures just
below 1000'C). Finally, although OREN appearsto
be favored, the data are contradictory regarding
whether OREN or CLEN is stable at low
temperatures in the absence of shear (e.g., Grover,
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1972). In this paper we suggesta means whereby the
question of OREN-CLEN stability can be determined by utilizing CLEN field widths, and the presence and degreeof twinning. The procedurewill also
be helpful in determiningif the CLEN was quenched
from the PEN stability field, or if it was subjectedto
shear.
Although thesemixtures of CLEN and OREN are
clearly disordered, confusion may arise from this
term as it has been applied to both physical and
chemical features. For example, a recent paper by
Dowty and Lindsley (1973) discussesordering of cations between the M(l) and M(2) octahedral sites of
pyroxenes. We prefer to call this compositional or
chemical disorder, distinct from the structural ot
physical disorder produced by the mechanical mixing
of polymorphs, as describedin this paper.
Polytypism
A number of hypothetical polytypes were discussed
by Iijima and Buseck (1975b) (hereafter called I&B
1). The 9 and l8 A periodicities,corresponding to
CLEN and OREN respectively,are well known and
have been illustrated in some of the figures in the
preceding paper. It would be interesting to investigate
other periodicitiesthat might occur in enstatite.
An interesting question arises as to how many
repeat units are required to produce a "periodicity"
and thus a structure type or a polytype. Using X-ray
techniques,the definition can be operational, i.e., a
sufficientnumber of repeatsto produce a diffraction
peak which can be indexed on the basisof a periodic
lattice. Using electron microscopy, where the structures can be imaged directly, such a definition is no
longer satisfactory.For this paper we shall call any
pattern which is repeated thrice in sequence a
periodic pattern, recognizingthat statisticalfluctuation of a simple stacking sequencecan produce such
repeats.
The periodic pattern seen in the structure image
need not be apparent in the correspondingelectron
diffraction pattern. The intensities of the diffraction
peaks dependon the numbers of polytype clustersor
"micro-domains" that are distributed throughout
the crystal. The width of the peaks is inversely
proportional to the numbers of repeatsin a sequence.
Consequently,few polytype clusters,each only a few
unit cells wide, would result in diffuse peaks of such
low intensity as to be extremely difficult to detect and
identify. An additional complication is that diffraction patterns are obtained from much larger volumes
than are viewed in structure images, and polytypes

may be locally distributed.It is true that electron
diffraction patterns are very sensitiveto structural
subtleties,but we suggestthat the structureimages
are still better indicatorsof local perturbations,and
theseinclude short range periodicities.Clearly, the
use of such imagesis a great advantageof electron
microscopyover other structuraltechniques.
Althoughmost enstatitecrystalsdisplay9 or l8 A
periodicities parallel to [00], correspondingto
CLEN and OREN respectively,
we haveobserveda
numberof other repeats.Figure I showsexamples.
Figure 1a is of Norton County enstatitewhich was
heatedat 1000'Cfor 7 daysand quenched.Figures
lb and lc are of enstatitefrom the Steinbach
meteorite;these specimenswere not heat treated
Periodicitio
e fs9 , 1 8 , 2 7 , 3 6 a
, n d 5 4 A ( o r d e r s1 , 2 ,
3, 4 and 6 from Table I of I&B I) are illustrated.
It is possibleto identifythe repeatsequences
shown
in Figure l, recallingthat in any givensequence
the
designation
of "A" or "B" to the first unit in a sequenceis arbitrary.The 27 A repeatis of the typeAB"
(21);the 36 A repeatcorresponds
to AB, (31).There
aretwo typesof 54A polytypesi
AB,AB (31Il) on the
right and ABb(51)on the left. (The cell edgesof the
latter are drawn to correspondto BAB' but by
translationperiodicitythisis,of course,equivalent
to
ABu.)
Two featuresareprominentin FigureI. Thefirstis
that in these specimens,as in all that we have
observed,CLEN and OREN periodicitiespredominate.The second,and perhapsmore remarkable,is that a numberof polytypesoccur closeto
one another:9. 18. and 54 A within 100A of one
anotherin the caseof Figurelc. It is noteworthythat
we did not observea 45 A periodicity(wedid observe
it in individualplates,but not thricerepeated).
This
aspectis discussed
furtherin the sectionon "Origin
by Protoenstatite
Inversion."
Bystr6m(1943)describedan enstatitehavinga 36
A periodicity, but this has not been confirmed by
other workers although Brown, Morimoto, and
Smith ( 196l) discusseda possible explanation.
Indeed,a numberof papershavebeenskeptical;we
would tend to take his report seriously.
A most intriguingquestionarisesas to the significanceof pyroxenepolytypes.It is probablethat the
free energydifferencesbetweendifferentpolytypesis
small, consistentwith other crystalsshowingsuch
stackingmultiplicities(Verma and Krishna, 1966).
Consequently,
discretestabilityfieldsmay be hard to
define,if they exist at all. Also, the persistence
of
pyroxenepolytypesof order greaterthan 2 hasyet to
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(a) enstatiteheatedto 1000"C,from theNorton
Frc. L Enstatitepolytypes.Examplesasseenin a-celectronimagesof meteoriticsamples:
County chondrite.(b) and (c) are from the Steinbachmesosiderite.

be demonstrated.If they should turn out to be abun- however, discontinuous across the stepped twin
dant, and can be correlated with geologicalhistory, p l a n e .
then the polytypes will serveas an additional means
Twin planes can be observed in a-b projections
whereby pyroxenescan be used to help unravel the (e.g., Fig. 6 of I&B 1). Another example is given in
crystal's history.
Figure 3. Regions A are separatedfrom B by twin
planes;note that the (010) fringesare offsetby b/2 on
Twin Offsets and "Anti-Phase Boundaries"
either side of these boundaries,revealingthe b-glide
Swinging Twin
relation. The two areas marked B are separatedby
I&B t have provided severalillustrations of (100) two twin planes (one "plate" of OREN) so that the
twins. [n this section we present examplesof slight (010) fringes on opposite sides are in exact register
variations, cases where twin planes "swing" or (b/2 x 2).
"step" acrossthe crystal. The first case,observedin
A complication arisesalong the boundary labelled
a-c projections,is little understoodand so considered y-y', roughly parallel to I l0], the typical pyroxene
only briefly. The second case,visible in a-D projec- cleavagedirection.The (100)planeson either side are
tions, is discussedin more detail.
offset by a/2.This can be viewed as another reflection
Figure 2 shows a (100) twin plane that stepsacross of the "extra" plate, one-half cell wide, that results
its CLEN matrix. The stepsare spacedat - l00A in- from twinning on (100) (lower left insert, Fig. 6 of
tervals parallel to c and -9A parallel to a, equal to r&B 1).
one unit cell of CLEN. Crystals that contain such
The regions on either side of boundary y-y' are in
features are relatively rare, and are heavily twinned in apparent twin relation to one another. This is in acthe "normal" (100) fashion. The (100) twins are, cord with the observation that twin Dlane x-x'
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possible confusion with twinning, ambiguities arise
when this analogy is considered in detail. Therefore,
this model will then be reconsideredon the basisof a
twinning model, providing what we believeis a more
accurate correspondenceto our photographs.
Figure 4a is a high resolution photomicrograph of
an a-b section containing such fringes, with LIJ

Frc. 2 a-c electron image of heated and quenched Bamble
e n s t a t i t es h o w i n g a n u m b e r o f t w i n p l a n e s . I n t h e c e n t r a l p a r t o f
the photograph the planes "step" across the crystal in en echelon
fashion at -100 A intervars.

changesdirections, stepping acrossthe (100) planes
of the crystal, in a trajectory outlined by boundary

y-v'.

"Anti-Phase Domains"
The aforementionedfeaturesare interestingin light
of published descriptionsof anti-phasedomains. In
1969 Morimoto and Tokonami hypothesizedthat
diffuse reflections appearing on single crystal X-ray
photographs of pigeonite were produced by an antiphasedomain structure.Such structuresin terrestrial
and lunar pyroxeneshave been confirmed by subsequent electronmicroscopestudies(Champness,1973;
Phakey and Ghose, 1973; Champnesset al, l97l;
Christie et al, l97l). These indicate that anti-phase
domains are a relatively common feature of pyroxenes.
Figure 4b shows marked offset of fringes. It has a
similar appearanceto an anti-phaseboundary and
thus, as a working hypothesis,we will first considerit
as resulting from anti-phasedomains. Becauseof the

representingthe offset. An explanation of this feature
that is consistent with an anti-phase domain
character is shown schematicallyin Figure 5a. The
symbols are those used by Morimoto (1974), where
the (001) projections of Si(l) and Si(B) chains are
representedas (J, n, V, and A. The boundary,
shown as a dashedline along the discontinuity, is in
steps two chains wide parallel to b.
The trace of the boundary in Figure 4 is roughly
parallel to I l0], as it is in Figure 5. However, we
have observedother orientations,and it can be easily
shown that such boundariescan occur at a variety of
orientations,dependingon the width of stepsparallel
to a and b. Note that in Figure 5 the stepsare not all
of equal width.
Anti-phase domains can be describedin terms of a
translation vector, R. A twin glide plane also is
partly describedin terms of a translationvector, and
the two vectors can be equivalent.The situation in
enstatiteis not clearcut,as considerationof Figure 5a
reveals.The boundary is shown as occurring between
chains of the same type, (Si(l) or Si(B)), but this is
-2.3 or 6.8 A (a/4 or 3a/4) removed from the position of the b-glide plane (in the center of the Si(,4)
chains) along which twinning normally occurs.Thus,
we have an apparent situation where the boundary
and twin plane can be parallel, but very slightly displaced from one another.
Another problem ariseswith the anti-phasemodel
describedabove. It provides no explanation why the
boundaries lie close to a (100) twin plane, although
this is invariably the casein the crystalsthat we have
examined.
An alternate model is to explain the fringe offset
entirely on the basis of twinning. This is shown
schematicallyin Figure 5b. Here the stepsmust be in
multiples of two chains parallel to a. This is because
twinning is restricted to the Si(A) chains. The sketch
and model are fully consistentwith our observations.
Further, in Figure 3, region A is in a twin relationship
to B, not only acrossthe (100) boundary x-x' but also
acrossy-y'. Thus, we conclude,on the basisof direct
structure imaging using high resolution microscopy,
that the offset fringes in these enstatite specimensare
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best explained by regular twinning instead of by an
anti-phaseboundary.
Parting
Parting is a phenomenonthat is mentionedin every
elementarycourse in mineralogy, but one which has
received little, il'any, attention in the recent
literature. Macroscopically,it is generallynot possible to determine whether the planar features in a
given specimenare produced by cleavageor parting.
The result for the individual wishing to distinguish
betweenthem is commonly a certain senseof frustration and confusion.
The conventional difference between parting and
cleavageis that, although both are crystallographically controlled, parting occurs along only certain
planes within a crystal (e.g., Ford, 1932; Tertsch,
1949). These particular planes commonly are the
composition planes of twins. In the case of certain
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pyroxene crystals, and especially the Bamble
specimendescribedin this study, parting along (100)
(Figs. 6 and 7) is far more pronounced than the
typical "rectangular" {110} cleavage of pyroxene.
Electron microscopy is useful for understanding
the development of parting. Ignoring the possible
effects of exsolvedphasesor impurities, parting commonly occurs when a crystalhas been strained,as by
shearing. Figure 8a shows an a-b section of such a
crystal, in which portions near the edge have been
displaced.
Differences in contrast in Figure 8a provide information regarding parting. The line parallel to b (arrows) abruptly separates regions having great
differencesin contrast. As contrast is produced by
Bragg diffraction, the differences indicate slightly
differing crystallographic orientations on opposite
sidesof this trace of the parting plane.The dark band
located at the end of the parting plane is a bend con-

FIc. 3. Stepped twin planes in heated and quenched Bamble enstatite seenin a-D projection. Note the fringe offsets along traversesx-x,
and y-y', parallel to (100) and (l l0), respectively(best seen by holding the photograph horizontally at close to eye level). The position of
single and double (100) planes are marked by arrows I and 2 at the top of the figure. Regions A and B are in twin relationships.
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Ftc. 4 Offset of fringes in an a-b projection of Bamble enstatite The area enclosed\by the rectangle in
(b) is shown at greater magnification in (a). The fringe offsets between areas A and B occur along the
dotted line a-b-c-d. The heavy black and white lines show the offset.

lour, conflrming the gradual changein orientation of
the crystal around an axis roughly parallel to a.
Figure 8b illustrates a possible model of incipient
parting resulting from shearing plus slight rotation.
The sameinitiation of parting can also be observed

in c-c sections.Figure 7b shows such an orientation,
and contains two parallel parting planes lying along
(100). These planes are roughly coextensivewith
faults defined by twin planes that are closely adjacent
to one another and defineone plate of OREN. Note

HIGH RESOLUTION ELECTRON MICROSCOPY OF ENSTATITE II
(a)
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(b)

relationships between OREN and CLEN and the
path by which one forms from the other. Interpretation of the history dependson (a) the width of CLEN
fields (: m9A. or n9A, where m is any integer and r
is an even integer) within an OREN matrix, (b) the
presenceand degreeof twinning of CLEN and, to a
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shearingof OREN, (c) by slow static transformation
(assumingthat CLEN is the stable form). Each of
Ftc. 5 Schematic model to exptain the fringe offsets of Figure 4.
The U's correspond to Si(l) chains and the V's to Si(B) chains, these situations can be distinguished by residual
pointing alternatingly toward f and -a. The dashed line outlines
features in the sample, as seen by electron
the discontinuity separatingthe domains in the antiphase model (a)
microscopy. The relationships are summarized in
and the twins in our proposed twinning model (b). See text for
Table l.
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details.

Clinoenstatite Field Widths
that the parting planes extend from the edge of the
The use of CLEN field widths for interpreting
crystal, as expected.lf the shearing that produces this geological history is best done through a consideraparting is more pronounced, the separationextends tion of the structural relationshipsthat are involved.
further into the crystal.
Specifically, we are concerned with the Si(l) and
In these photographs and, indeed, in all of our Si(B) chains that must always alternate in sequence
observations,parting planes seem to lie along twin (parallel to a) in homogeneousOREN and CLEN.
planes. This is in agreementwith the standard ex- (Where they do not alternate, the adjacent similar
planations given in mineralogical texts that parting chains define an anti-phaseboundary).
planes are crystallographicallycontrolled, but can
Becauseof b-glide (pyroxene) twinning we must
only occur along special, localized planes within a distinguish between Si(B) and Si(B)' chains, i.e.,
given crystal.
chains that are in a twin relationshipto one another
An interesting question arises relevant to the (see, for example, Fig. 2b of I&B 1). This difference
development of parting. The Bamble material is forms one basis for interpreting origin. The OREN
predominantly OREN, but the fact that it contains structure demands that adjacent Si(B) chains be in a
such a pronounced parting suggeststhat it was once twin relationshipto one another (Fig.9a). In untwinsubjectedto a shearing stress.Turner et al (1960) ned CLEN all_of the Si(8) chains have the same
showed that shearing at elevated temperaturesen- orientations (Figs. 9b and 9c). Thus, in the one incouragesthe OREN - CLEN transformation. We
thus conclude that the Bamble material was deformed. Supporting this, as explained below, is the
fact that all of the CLEN regions are in tne same
twinning orientation. Further, Figure 8 shows that .
rotation has occurred in addition to simple shearing,/;
parallel to a principal crystallographic direction."''
Such rotation may be an integral part of the development of parting.
Geological Implications
Structuresobservablewith the electronmicroscope
can aid in interpreting the history of an enstatite
specimen. We are here concerned with the

FIc 6. Photograph of Bamble enstatite showing the striking
(100) parting which is prominent along the stepped,flat top and can
also be seen in the parallel lines on the edge of the crystal.
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marked by
Frc. 7. Electron image of a-c sections of heated and quenched Bamble enstatite. The white, slightly irregular vertical zones
planes'
with
twin
continuous
or
almost
planes
parting
continuous
(b)-are
(a)
incipient
and two in
arrows-one in

stance the spacing between equivalent Si(B)-type
chainsis 18A (OREN)andin the other9 A (CLEN).
Distinct constraintsare placed on CLEN field
widths,if CLEN formed directlyfrom OREN. As
describedin I&B 1, this transformationcan be performed by a slight translationof the Si(l) chains
parallel to the c axis, and by changingthe Si(8)
chainsto Si(B)',or viceversa(Figs.9b and 9c).In a
single crystal of OREN, neighboringSi(B) type
chainsform a sequence. . . Si(B)-Si(B)'-Si(B)-Si(B)'
. . . In untwinnedCLEN, on theotherhand,all of the
Si(B) chains are identical.Thus, CLEN formed
directlyfrom OREN must be in fieldslr9 A wide,
wheren is an eveninteger.
An example(Fig.9d) showswhereoneSi(B)'chain
in OREN (c/centerof Fig. 9a)is changedto an Si(B)
chain.This resultsin a CLEN region,l8 A wide,surno change'
roundedby OREN; the latterhassuffered
An exampleof a crystalshowingCLEN fieldsthat
aren9 A wide is givenin Figure l0a,

Inuersion
Origin by Protoenstatite
CLEN formed by inversionof PEN may originally
havebeenOREN (reaction:OREN - PEN - CLEN
+ OREN), or haveformeddirectly(PEN - CLEN +
OREN). In either case the CLEN fields within
OREN-CLEN intergrowthsare distinct.The SiOs
chains in PEN are structurally equivalent.During
coolingof PEN thereis an equalprobabilitythat any
eitherthe Si(l), the Si(B)'or
givenchainwill assume
ocwill presumably
Nucleation
Si(B)'configurations.
the
places
throughout
in
many
cur simultaneously
crystaland, dependingon the configurationof adjacentchains,will producefieldsof OREN and CLEN.
There is no constrainton the physicalwidths of the
CLEN fieldssurroundedby OREN, exceptthat they
mustbe ,ru9A wide.In thiscase9 A is, of course,the
CLEN unit cell repeatparallelto a. The absolute
widths of the CLEN and OREN fields would be
related to the cooling rate from the PEN stability
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field. Slower cooling would presumablyproduce
more extensive
regionsof OREN.
An exampleof a crystalcontainingOREN regions
that may haveformed from differentnucleiis shown
in Figure9e.The regionsat oppositeendsalongc are
out of phase;this can be bestseenby comparingthe
Si(B) chainsto thosein homogeneous
OREN (Fig.
9a). The two OREN regionsare separatedby a
CLEN field27 A wide,i.e.,m9 A (^ : 3). This is a
consequence
of the reversalof the relativepositions
of the Si(B)and Si(B)'chainsin the OREN regionon
the right. Sucha transitionis energetically
more difficult than one producing fields 19 A wide; it is
thereforeless common, and likely only for high
temperature
transitions.
Anotherfeatureof theCLEN producedfrom PEN
is that such a transition would not favor one twin
orientationover another.Thus, owing to random
nucleation,
it wouldbe twinned.Suchtwinningcould
occurwithin a singlefieldof CLEN. It mightalsobe
manifestedby a twin relationshipbetweenCLEN
fieldsseparated
by OREN.
Bamble enstatitethat has been heated in the
laboratory into the PEN stability field and then
quenchedwill serve as an example.The electron
diffractionpatternsare streakedand the electronimages show intimate intergrowthsof OREN and
CLEN. Basedon its former existenceas PEN, we
would predictsuchBambleenstatiteto be strongly
twinned with the CLEN fieldsdividedbetween19 A
and(n + l)9 A widths.This is indeedobserved
(Fig.
10b),confirmingthe PEN * CLEN + OREN origin,
and showingthat the reactionOREN * PEN was
only partly reversedon cooling.Similareffectsoccur
FIc. 8. (a) Partingin Bambleenstatiteas seenin an a-b section.
in Norton County enstatitethat was heatedin the The blackbandsarebendcontours.(b) Diagrammaticexplanation
laboratoryinto the PEN stability field (Fig. l0c). of featuresseenin (a). As in Figure7, partingis parallelto (100).
Note that in Figure l0 CLEN field widths, rather
than polytypesas in Figure l, are outlined,
tergrowthsof OREN and CLEN structure(comPapuaenstatitehasa similarhistory.It occursin a positionally,it is a bronziteratherthan an enstatite
volcanicrock and consistsprimarilyof CLEN. Dall- but this doesnot affectthe reasoning).As our papers
witz, Green,and Thompson(1966)suggestthat the show,suchintergrowths
arecommonand,indeed,to
CLEN wasproducedby inversionof primaryPEN. be expected.In light of their data the interpretation
Consistentwith this origin, we observedthat these of Reid et al that the pyroxene formed from an
crystalsare stronglytwinned.Unfortunately,an in- originalOREN-PEN assemblage
is reasonable.
We
sufficientamount of OREN was presentto permit have examined pyroxene from another Steinbach
determination
of CLEN fieldwidths.We hypothesize sampleand confirmtheirobservation
that thepyroxthat the crystalscooledsufficientlyslowlyto allow the eneconsists
of intergrowths
of theOREN andCLEN
CLEN to grow at the expenseof OREN, therebyac- type (as well as other polytypes-seeFigureslb and
countingfor the relativelysmallamountsof OREN c). AII of the CLEN fields,however,are n9 A wide,
that are present.
inconsistent
with an origin as quenchedPEN, and
Reid, Williams, and Takeda (1974) recently suggestingthat the CLEN formed directly from
describedthe Steinbachpyroxeneas containingin- OREN.
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TlaI-e L Characteristics of the OREN - CLEN Reaction, Depending on Origin
(See text for details.)

CLEN Field

n

I.

PEN inversion;
high temperaEure

2.

Shearing; moderate
to low temperature
a) homogeneous shear
b) lnhomogeneous shear
(e.9,, shock)
StaLic; moderate to
1ow temperature

gL

Yes

Yes

Widths

(n+1)

9i,

Twins
Same
orientation

Yes

Yes

CLEN
Concentration

Examples

High

Papua
heated)
Norton Co. (artificially
heated)
Bamble (artificially

High*

Shallowater,
Banble,
Norton
Bishopville,

Yes

No

High

Yes

No

Low

xas swning rmtch shearLng
-gioen
*xln any
tle cannot
crystal
lragnent onLU one CLEN tuln oz"ientation uas obserted.
hoLds from gnain to gt,ain attd thus this assignment to group 2(a)
the sarne orLentation
It is Likely that obseruation of Latger, ion thinned sonples uould place
tentatiue.
e'g.
Vay,iations in grain to grain cz,ystal orientation,
the meteorites
in group 2(b).
Buseck (1973), uiLL also affect
the krLn orLentatLons.

Co.**

that
be certain
is, of necessity,
at Least some of
Klasterman and

Philpotts and Gray (1974)describea bronzite that, Origin by Shearing
based on external morphology, they conclude
Turner et al (1960) suggestedthat CLEN is a good
originally crystallized with the CLEN structure. A
stress indicator and numerous subsequent studies
high resolution electron microscopy study would have confirmed that it can be produced from OREN
presumably quickly confirm or disprove such an
by shearing. Such a reaction occurs at temperatures
orlgln.
below the PEN stability field and thus is represented
as OREN - CLEN. In this instancethe CLEN fields
would
have to be n9 A wide.
ll
(a)
A B A g'n g A B,A
The twinning in CLEN produced by shearing is
also distinctive.If partial dislocationsoccur regularly
throughout the OREN structure, then an applied
ABABABABABABABABA
shear stress will cause them to migrate in such a
fashion as to leave behind CLEN "plates'" Most or
(c)
B a B , A B A B , A B , A B , A B , A all of these plates would have the same crystalI g-l
CLEN
lographic orientations. We therefore predict that
oREN
l*rgltn=z)*l
OREN
tl
naturally or artificially shearedmaterial will contain
(d)
B A B A B A B,A B A B A
ABABA
twinning, i.e., CLEN with few "stacking
minimal
CLEN
oREN
OREN
will
result.
faults"
;__r7ff1m=a1------1
(e)
B A B A B A B A B,A B A
ABABA
A few twins could occur if the shearstresswere not
distributed homogeneouslyacross the crystal. This
.-4
8t
could then result in local, internal shearcoupleshavFIc 9. Schematic representation of a variety of enstatites and
ing a sense opposite to the couple external to the
enstatite intergrowths. A, B, and B' represent Si(l), Si(B), and
and could thereby produce localized regions
crystal
Si(B)' chains, respectively.The horizontal direction is parallel to a.
twinned in an opposite sensefrom the crystal as a
(a) represents pure OREN; (b) and (c) pure CLEN, but in twin
relationships to one another; (d) corresponds to an intergrowth of
whole.
CLEN, 18 A wide (n : 2), within OREN Comparison with (a)
A related effect has been observed in what we
shows the OREN is in phase on either side of the CLEN fleld. (e)
to be grinding artifacts in Bamble enstatite
believe
representsa CLEN fleld 27 A wide (nr : 3); in this instance the
was
converted to CLEN by heating in the
that
OREN is out of phase across the CLEN field. This is characteristic
laboratory. ln this instancesubsequentgrinding apof intergrowths formed from PEN.
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FIc' 10. Fields of CLEN of varying width (and origin) within OREN. (a): Bamble OREN containing CLEN fields
with n = 4, 6, and 8. (b) and (c): Bamble and Norton County enstatitesthat have been heated in the laboratory and
quenched, containing CLEN fields with ru = 3, 7, and 9.
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parently produced OREN near the edgeof the CLEN
crystal fragment. This would appearto be anomalous
in view of the data of Turner et al (1960) and Coe and
Miiller (1973). Shearing encourages the reaction
OREN - CLEN rather than the reverse. Nonetheless,it is clear that if a given shear couple produced
CLEN having a particular orientation, then reversal
of the shear directions may result in reversal of the
CLEN orientation, r.e., twinning. If such twinning
only occurs on an extremely limited scale,it is conceivablethat a single"plate" or disc of OREN might
be produced within CLEN. Although we have not
observed them, similar features could conceivably
developnaturally and care will be requiredto identify
them.
Miiller (1974) shows a figure of fringes of Bamble
enstatitethat was shearedin the laboratory. He noted
that all of the CLEN fields are even multiples of 9 A;
they are also untwinned. Thus, his examplesupports
our prediction regarding the configuration of enstatite
polymorphs resulting from the shear transformation
of OREN - CLEN.

The interpretationof meteoriticsamplespresentsa
stight problem. Enstatitesfrom the Norton County,
all
meteorites
andBishopville
Shallowater,
Steinbach,
fields
of
All
of
the
in
common.
havecertainfeatures
is
not
the
CLEN
wide
and
are
n9
A
CLEN in OREN
appreciablytwinned.We belidvethat the CLEN was
containproducedby shear,and in thosemeteorites
presumably
was
shear
this
CLEN,
ing much
producedby shockimpact.The shockorigin is consistentwith the conclusionsof Pollack and Ruble
(1964),althoughthe "disordering"is not.
Shearing produced by shock may be inFurther, the shock waveshave irhomogeneous.
regular trajectoriesin anisotropicmaterialssgch as
meteorites.Thus,theoreticallysuchwavesor seriesof
wavescould be resolvedinto many shearcouplesof
we predict that
varying orientation.Consequently,
local areasof "reverse" twinning would occur in
CLEN produced by shock. X-ray measurements
(Pollackand DeCarli,1969)of artificiallyshockedenstatite do not revealsuch twinned CLEN.

Origin by Static Transformation

Severalinterestingquestionsrelated to enstatitetype phasesare raisedby the resultsin this and the
previous paper: the meaning of periodicity,the
significanceof parametersfrom improved structure
betweenphysical
and the relationships
refinements,
and chemicaldisorder.
The conceptof periodicity is fundamentalto the
asonly periodicobjectswill
studyof crystallography,
diffractradiation.Most structurework hasbeendone
with X-rays,for which repeatsof the order of several
hundred units arc required. With electron microscopy,however,repeatsof only a few units can
be seen.This raisesthe intriguing questionof the
minimal number of units required to produce a
periodicarray.Clearly,the operationaldefinitionof
the ability to produceX-ray diffractiondoesnot obtain when usingelectrons,wherewe can observeas
few astwo "repeats."We somewhatarbitrarilychose
three as the number of repeatsneededto definea
polytype.
The questionof periodicityhasan unusualsignificancefor mineralogy.It is generallyacceptedthat a
on the basis
new mineralis definedand characterized
of two parameters:composition and structure.
Materialshavingdifferingperiodicitieshavediffering
structures.They are then properly called different
minerals,but this potentiallyopensa Pandora'sbox.
It means that we must distinguish between
"periodicities"and "repeats."And yet this may well

It is not clear whether OREN or CLEN is the
stablephaseat temperaturesbelow the PEN stability
field (Smith, 1969).The energy differencesbetween
the two phasesare apparently so small that evidently
neither is appreciably more stable than the other; this
has resulted in difficulties in resolving the stability
question by laboratory experiments.
We would like to suggesta means by which the
situation may be resolved.If the CLEN forms from
OREN in the absenceof shear stressesit must (a) be
in fields le9A wide, and (b) be twinned with each of
the twin orientations in approximately equal concentrations.This is becauseneither twin orientation
would be favored during the transition. These constraints are not both necessaryfor the reverseprocess
wherein OREN forms from CLEN.
Bamble enstatite will serve as an example.
Unheated samplesconsist of relatively pure OREN.
The enclosed CLEN fields are all 2. 6. or 8 CLEN
unit cells wide, i.e.,ne A 1fig. l0a). This is consistent
with CLEN formed by direct transition from OREN.
An interestingfeaturein our sampleis that the CLEN
all seemsto have the same crystallographicorientation. This lack of twinning within CLEN raisesthe
question as to whether the OREN - CLEN transition may have occurred in responseto gentle shearing. The strongly developedparting would be consistent with such an orisin.
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be an arbitrary distinction based on the historic
means of investigating crystal structures.

parallel to a can generate polytypes. Several have
been observed in meteoritic enstatite, although they

Usingenstatiteas an example,it haslong beenac- are only of limited arealextent.
ceptedthat crystalshaving9 and l8 A a periodicities ln some instancesthe (100) twin planes"step"
are different minerals (CLEN and OREN). The across the crystals.Viewed in a'b projectionsthe
madein thispaperthat theycanoccurin fringes,beingoffset by !+.
observation
take on the aspectof
platesonly one unit wide is "after the fact." Exboundaries.When theseare modeledwe
tending this logic, it seemsboth consistentand anti-phase
of the featureswe observedin enstatite
find
that
all
reasonable
that,e.g.,a27 or 36A plateis yet another
"anti-phasedomains"on the images
resemble
that
mineral. The problems of nomenclature,among
by referenceto normal (100)twinexplained
can
be
other things,are formidable.It may be most aprelatedto twinningplanes;
is
similarly
ning.
Parting
propriateto useZhdanovsymbolscombinedwith the
developmentof parting
further
initiation
and
the
mineralnameof the simplestsub- or polytype.
that parting
We suggest
planes
observable.
is
clearly
It may well be that it is not useful,or even apin its selectively
not
only
from
cleavage,
may
differ
propriate,to discussan c spacingfor materialshavonly certain planes,but that it is
ing such mixed periodicities.Perhapsthis is an in- occurring on
plus rotation.
produced
by
shearing
stancewheretheconceptof unit cellis not applicable.
geological
history of enstatitescan
of
the
Aspects
This would then be a structural analog to the
and characterof the
the
abundance
inferred
from
be
chemicalcaseof non-stoichiometry,a featurewhich
CLEN developed
is
mainly
because
This
twinning.
rare, but is now provusedto be thoughtexceedingly
inversionor by
static
by
OREN-either
from
directly
ing morethe rule than the exception.This is certainly
featuresfrom CLEN
different
have
shearing-will
and almost
true as it appliesto simplecom,pounds
from PEN. These features provide a
surelywill applyto silicatesaswell when the requisite developed
potentialmeansof resolvingthe questionof whether
analyticaltechniquesare used.
is stablein the absenceof shearat
Thereis no questionthat structuredeterminations OREN or CLEN
below 1000'C.
of mineralsare highly important.A problemdoes temperatures
terrestrialand meteoritic,that
enstatites,
of
the
All
ariseregardingwhetherattemptsat evermoreprecise
intergrowthsof CLEN
X-ray structure refinementsare productive on we have examinedcontain
publishedreports,
of and OREN, even those which
materialsthat display"mixedphase"intergrowths
pure
singlephases.
data, describeas
the type illustrated herein. The structure-averagingbasedon X-ray
This
fields
are
untwinned.
producedby X-raysmay simplysmoothout and thus Moreover,their CLEN
subjected
to
been
have
that most enstatites
concealsuchvariationsin periodicities.In casessuch suggests
stresses.
shear
astheseit wouldbe appropriateto do highresolution at leastmoderate
are basedon work on the
The aboveconclusions
electronmicroscopyon the crystalspreparatoryto atposas an interesting
pyroxenes.
It
remains
tempts to do highly preciseand accuratestructure Ca-poor
the
origin
to
be
relevant
data
may
that
similar
sibility
refinements.
pyroxenesare a clearposThe distinctionbetweencompositionaland struc- of other minerals.Calcic
(1974)
X-ray diffraction
described
Evans
e/
al
sibility.
in the text.
tural disorderwas only brieflydiscussed
monoclinic
and
from
orthohombic
features
The point we wishto makehereis that althoughthe
to someseen
features
similar
that
contain
amphiboles
and
may be clearin theory,compositional
differences
It may well be that amphiboles,
structural disorder may well be closely related in in the enstatites.
high
resolutionelectronmicroscopy,
when
by
studied
practice.The casein point in regardto the enstatites
to
tell.
a
similar
story
have
is the possibilityof chemicalvariationsoccurringat
physicaldiscontinuities,
e.9., within (0ll) ORENAcknowledgments
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